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w  .x w x w xThe double quantum groups C D G s C G j C G are the Hopf algebrasq q q
underlying the complex quantum groups of which the simplest example is the
quantum Lorentz group. They are nonstandard quantizations of the double group
G = G. We construct a corresponding quantized universal enveloping algebra
  .. w  .x   ..U d g and prove that the pairing between C D G and U d g is nondegen-q q q
w  .xerate. We analyze the representation theory of these C D G , give a detailedq
version of the Iwasawa decomposition proved by Podles and Woronowicz for the
w  .xquantum Lorentz group, and show that C D G is noetherian. Finally we outlineq
how to construct more general nonstandard quantum groups using quantum
double groups and their generalizations. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A double quantum group is a Hopf algebra of the form A j A, where A
is a braided Hopf algebra and A j A denotes the generalized Drinfeld
double constructed using the pairing defined by the braiding. This con-
struction originated independently in Podles and Woronowicz's construc-
tion of the quantum Lorentz group and in early work of Majid on double
cross products. Here we analyze this construction from an algebraic point
of view with emphasis on the case when A is the standard quantum group
w xC G for G a connected semisimple complex algebraic group. In this caseq
w  .x w x w xthe double C D G s C G j C G can be thought of as a nonstan-q q q
w xdard quantization of C G = G . One reason why the double is a particu-
larly natural object is the existence of surjective Hopf algebra maps m:
w  .x w x w  .x  .C D G ª C G and u : C D G ª U g . These maps are quantiza-q q q q
tions of the natural embeddings of G and its dual G into the doubler
group G = G that occur in the analysis of the symplectic leaves of G and
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The main results we prove here are:
 . w  .x1 The category of right C D G -comodules is equivalent to theq
w xcategory of right C G = G -comodules as a braided rigid monoidal cate-q
gory.
 . w  .x2 The natural pairing between C D G and its Fadeev]Reshetik-q
 .   ..   ..hin]Takhtadjan FRT dual U d g is nondegenerate. Hence U d gq q
has a category of finite dimensional left modules which is equivalent to the
w  .x w  .xcategory of right C D G -comodules and C D G is the restrictedq q
  ..Hopf dual of U d g with respect to this category.q
 .  . w  .x w x  .cop3 The map m m u D: C D G ª C G m U g is injective.q q q
This is a generalization of the ``Iwasawa decomposition'' proved for the
w xquantum Lorentz group in 27 . More precisely we show that there is a
w x  .cop w  .xfinite group G acting on C G = U g and an Ore set S of C D Gq q q
w  .x  w x  .cop.Gsuch that the induced map from C D G to C G m U g is anq S q q
isomorphism.
 . w  .x4 The algebra C D G is noetherian.q
The constructions connected with the Iwasawa decomposition go back to
w xwork of Reshetikhin and Semenov-Tian-Shansky 28 on factorizable Hopf
algebras. They prove that if A is finite dimensional and its dual AU is
 U .copfactorizable, then there is an isomorphism from A j A to A m A
which is a Hopf algebra isomorphism for an appropriate twisted coalgebra
 w x.structure on the latter see also 25, 7.3 . For infinite dimensional alge-
bras, the situation is more complicated, and in the first section we attempt
to clarify exactly which parts of this theory still hold in this case. In the
w xsecond section we look in detail at the case where A s C G and q is aq
complex parameter. Some care has to be taken in comparing these results
to those in the literature where it is often stated that the Iwasawa map is
an isomorphism. Such assertions either involve quantum groups in differ-
 .ent settings such as that of Podles and Woronowicz or are heuristic
assertions based on the finite dimensional case.
w xA key starting point is the observation by Doi and Takeuchi 10 that the
double A j A can be realized as a twist of the usual tensor product by a
 w x.2-cocycle a construction dual to Drinfeld's gauge transformation 12 .
 .  .From this result, assertion 1 is immediate and then 2 and the injectivity
 .of the Iwasawa map follow by standard calculations. The second part of 3
 .the identification of the image of the Iwasawa decomposition map
 . w  .xappears to be new even in the case G s SL 2 . The proof that C D G isq
w xnoetherian uses the approach of Brown and Goodearl 4 . Since both
w x  . w  .xC G and U g are homomorphic images of C D G this provides anq q
interesting unified proof of the noetherianity of the standard quantum
function algebra and the standard quantized enveloping algebra.
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w  .x The algebra C SL 2 was introduced and studied using differentq
. w xconstructions by Podles and Woronowicz in 27 and by Carow-Watamura,
w xSchlieker, Scholl, and Watamura 5 . Further work on this and more
general ``complex quantum groups'' was done by a variety of authors see
w x. w xfor instance 6, 30, 11 . In 22 , Majid pointed out that these algebras
could be constructed using the quantum double construction that we
w xconsider here. This approach was also taken up in 7 . This article is, in a
w x w xsense, a continuation of the approach of 22 and 7 , with the important
distinction that we do not consider the )-algebra structure. All of the
above papers are concerned with quantizing the algebra of complex valued
coordinate functions on a simple complex algebraic group G, considered as
a real Lie group. Thus the relevant notion is a complex Hopf algebra
equipped with a )-operation. Here we consider these algebras rather as
quantifications of the algebra of regular functions on the double complex
algebraic group G = G. However, the underlying Hopf algebra is the same
and many of the basic structural results are relevant in both contexts.
We also show how to apply the same twisting technique to construct
some new nonstandard quantum groups. Recall that the Poisson group
structures on a semisimple Lie group G given by a solution of the modified
classical Yang]Baxter equation, have been classified by Belavin and Drin-
w x  .  .feld 2 . They are given in part by triples of the form t , B , B , where B1 2 i
are subsets of the base B of the root system for g and t is a bijection from
B to B satisfying certain conditions. In the special case where B and B1 2 1 2
are ``disjoint'' we construct quantizations of the associated Poisson group.
This construction is closely related to the construction of nonstandard
quantum groups by Fronsdal and Galindo using the universal T-matrix
w x13 .
The Hopf algebra notation that we use is generally the standard nota-
tion used in Sweedler's book except that we remove the parenthesis from
 .the ``Sweedler notation'' writing D x s  x m x rather than  x m x .1 2 1. 2.
We use m, D, e , and S indiscriminately for the multiplication, comultipli-
cation, counit, and antipode in any Hopf algebra.
2. BRAIDED HOPF ALGEBRAS AND THEIR DOUBLES
An appropriately general setting in which to view the basic constructions
is that of a braided Hopf algebra. Braided Hopf algebras are also known as
dual quasitriangular, coquasitriangular, or cobraided Hopf algebras. They
 .play the role roughly of the dual of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and
include all of the standard, multiparameter, and nonstandard quantizations
of semisimple algebraic groups. The notation follows closely that of Doi
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w xand Takeuchi but many of the ideas occur in the work of Majid 22, 24, 26
w xand Larson and Towber 20 . In their dual form these results go back to
w x w xDrinfeld 12 and Reshetikhin and Semenov-Tian-Shansky 28 .
Let A and U be a pair of Hopf algebras. A skew pairing on the ordered
 .pair A, U is a bilinear form t satisfying
 .  .  .  .1 t bc, u s t b, u t c, u ;1 2
 .  .  .  .2 t b, u¨ s t b , ¨ t b , u ;1 2
 .  .  .  .  .3 t 1, u s e u ; t a, 1 s e a .
 .A bilinear form on the pair A, U is said to be invertible if it is invertible
 .Uas an element of A m U . Any skew pairing t is invertible with inverse
given by
ty1 a, u s t S a , u . .  . .
 .For any bilinear form t we denote by t the pairing given by t a, b s21 21
 . y1t b, a . Note that if t is a skew pairing, then so is t .21
 .Given a skew pairing on a pair of Hopf algebras A, U , one may
construct a new Hopf algebra, the quantum double A j U or justt
.A j U . As a coalgebra the double is isomorphic to A m U. The multipli-
cation is given by the rule
1 m u a m 1 s t a , u a m u ty1 a , u .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3
or, equivalently,
1 m u a m 1 t a , u s t a , u a m u . .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
A braided Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra A together with an invertible
 .skew pairing b on A, A such that
b a b a , b s b a , b a b . .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
The pairing b is called a braiding on A. Note that the antipode in a
w xbraided algebra is always bijective 9, 24 . Given a braided Hopf algebra A
we may form the double Hopf algebra A j A.b
A 2-cocycle on a Hopf algebra A is an invertible pairing s : A m A ª k
such that for all x, y, and z in A,
s x , y s x y , z s s y , z s x , y z .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .and s 1, 1 s 1. Given a 2-cocycle s on a Hopf algebra A, one can twist
w xthe multiplication to get a new Hopf algebra A 10 . The new multiplica-s
tion is given by
x ? y s s x , y x y sy1 x , y . .  . 1 1 2 2 3 3
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The comultiplication in A remains the same. In particular, A and As s
are isomorphic as coalgebras. This construction is essentially the dual of
w xDrinfeld's gauge transformation 12 .
Recall that the category of right comodules over a braided Hopf algebra
w xhas a natural structure of a braided rigid monoidal category 20, 25 . A
2-cocycle s on a braided Hopf algebra can be used to define an equiva-
lence of such categories between Comod A and Comod A when A iss s
equipped with the braiding defined below.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a braided Hopf algebra with braiding b. Let s
be a 2-cocycle on A. Let A be the twisted Hopf algebra defined abo¨e. Thens
y1  .s ) b )s con¨olution product is a braiding on A . Moreo¨er the21 s
categories of comodules o¨er A and A are equi¨ alent as rigid braideds
monoidal categories.
w xProof. See 23 .
w xDoi and Takeuchi 10 observed that the quantum double may be
constructed from the tensor product by twisting by a 2-cocycle. Let t be an
invertible skew pairing between the Hopf algebras B and H. Then the
w xbilinear form t defined on B m H by
w xt b m g , c m h s e b e h t c, g .  .  .  .
 .is a 2-cocycle and the twisted Hopf algebra B m H is isomorphic as awt x
w xHopf algebra to the quantum double B j H 10, Prop. 2.2 . In particular,t
 .if A, b is a braided Hopf algebra, then the double A j A is isomor-b
 .phic to A m A .w b x
There are a number of different ways of defining a braiding on A j A.
Recall that if b is a braiding on A, then so is by1. The tensor algebra21
A m A can therefore be made into a braided algebra in a number of
different ways using these two braidings. It turns out that the appropriate
choice is the braiding given by b on the first component and by1 on the21
 y1 .second component which we shall denote by b , b . Using the above21
theorem we deduce that
y1y1w x w xg s b ) b , b ) b .21 21
 w x.is a braiding on A j A cf. 22, Proposition 2 . This braiding makes the
category of right comodules into a braided category.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let A, b be a braided Hopf algebra. Then the double
A j A has a braiding g gi¨ en by
g a m b , aX m bX s b a, aX bX by1 aX bX , b . .  .  .1 1 2 2
The category Comod A j A is equi¨ alent as a braided rigid monoidal cate-
gory to Comod A m A.
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There are two important Hopf algebra homomorphisms associated to
the double A j A of a braided Hopf algebra A. The first is the multiplica-
w xtion map 10, Prop. 3.1
m: A j A ª A.
The second is the map
cop
u : A j A ª A8 .
w xdefined by 10, Theorem 3.2
u x m y s b x , y by1 y, y . .  .  .
 q y. "  .cop q .Notice that u s m l m l , where l : A ª A8 are the maps l x s
 . y . y1 .  .b x, y and l y s b y, y . We denote the image of u in A8 by U A
 .and refer to it as the FRT-dual of A. Recall that U A is said to be dense
 .in A8 if the pairing between A and U A is nondegenerate. Combining the
above maps via comultiplication yields an algebra map
cop
j s u m m D : A j A ª U A m A. .  .
Given the braiding g on A j A we have an associated FRT-dual
 . "  .U A j A and maps l : A j A ª U A j A . For any Hopf algebra B we
 :shall denote by y , y the pairing between B8 and B. The maps m and
U  .  . U op  .u have duals m : U A ª A j A 8 and u : A ª A j A 8 given by
 U  . X:   X.:  X:  U  . X:  m u , b m b s u, m b m b s u, bb and u a , b m b s u b
X. :  . y1 X .m b , a s b b, a b a , b .1 2
"  . q ULEMMA 2.3. Consider the maps l : A j A ª U A j A . Then l s m u
and lys Su U m. In particular, the images of both mU and u U are contained
 .in U A j A .
Proof. Observe that
X X  X X :  U X X:g a m b , a m b s u a m b , m a m b s m u a m b , a m b . .  .  .  .
Similarly,
y1 X X  y1 X X :g a m b , a m b s u a m b , S m a m b .  .  .
X XU :s Su m a m b , a m b . .
 .Recall that the usual pairing between U A and A becomes a skew
 . op  . oppairing between U A and A , allowing us to form the double U A j A .
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THEOREM 2.4. The map
z s m mU m u U : U A j Aop ª U A j A .  .  .
is a surjecti¨ e Hopf algebra map.
 .Proof. The lemma implies that the image of z is precisely U A j A .
The fact that z is a Hopf algebra map is more or less well known see for
w x.instance 22 . It follows from the formula
U U  :  : U Uu a m u u , a s u , a m u u a , .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
which may be verified directly.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.5. If U A j A is dense in A j A 8, then the map
cop
j s m m u D : A j A ª A m U A .  .
is injecti¨ e.
 . opProof. Notice that the pairing between A j A and U A j A in-
duced from z is the same as that induced from the map j . Thus
H HopKer j ; U A j A ; U A j A . .  . .
 .  .HThe density of U A j A implies that U A j A s 0, so Ker j s 0 also.
We now give an alternative construction of the braiding of A j A. This
approach is analogous to Drinfeld's construction of a universal R-matrix
for the Drinfeld double HU j H. We follow the reformulation of this
w xconstruction given in 14, 19 . This construction is also needed later in
defining the braiding on the standard quantum groups. Let A and B be
Hopf algebras and let s be a skew pairing between A and B. Define Hopf
algebra maps
F : Acop ª B8, F : Bop ª A81 2
 .  .  .  .by F a s s a, y and F b s s y, b . If the pairing s is nondegen-1 2
erate these maps will be injective. Henceforth we shall assume that this is
the case. Now suppose that we have a Hopf pairing f between C and
A j B which identifies C with a subalgebra of the dual of A j B. There
are Hopf algebra maps
u : C ª B8, u : C ª A81 2
  . :  .   . :  .defined by u c , b s f c, 1 m b and u c , a s f c, a m 1 , respec-1 2
tively.
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In order to construct a braiding on C we need to assume that Im u ;i
Im F for i s 1 and 2. In this case we can construct mapsi
c s Fy1u : C ª Acop , c s Fy1u : C ª Bop .1 1 1 2 2 2
 .UTHEOREM 2.6. The form b g C m C defined by
b x , y s s c x , c y .  .  . .1 2
is a braiding on C.
U "  .copLet p : A j B ª C be the natural map and let l : C ª U C be the
maps described abo¨e. Then lqs pc and lys Spc .1 2
w xProof. See 19, 9.4.6 .
We now apply this result in the case where s is the natural skew pairing
 . opbetween U A and A for some braided Hopf algebra A and C is
 .  .A j A. When U A j A is dense in A j A 8, this produces a braiding on
A j A which we will denote by g X.
THEOREM 2.7. The braidings g and g X coincide.
 . opProof. The pairing between U A j A and A j A is given by
 :  U : U :u m c, a m b s m u , a m b u c , a m b .  .1 1 2 2
 : :s u , a b u a m b , c . .1 1 2 2
So
 :  :  :  :u a m b , c s 1 = c, a m b s u a m b , c s F u a m b , c . .  .  .1 1
Hence c s Fy1u s u . Similarly,1 1 1
 :  :  :  :u a m b , u s u m 1, a m b s u , m a m b s F m a m b , u . .  .  .2 2
Thus c s m. Hence2
X X X  X X : X Xg a m b , a m b s u a m b , m a m b s g a m b , a m b .  .  .  .
as required.
This theorem says that the braiding g is essentially the same object as
w x w xthe universal T-matrix of 28 and 13 .
 .  .  .There is a natural algebra embedding of U A j A into U A m U A
given by
x u s f u m f X u , .  .  . 1 2
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 . X .where f u and f u denote the restriction of u to the first and second
copies of A, respectively. Of particular importance is the composition of x
and z .
U  . y  . q  .LEMMA 2.8. 1. For all a g A, xu a s l S a m l S a .1 2
 . U  .  .2. For all u g U A , x m u s u m u s D u .1 2
Proof. Notice that
 U :  : y1u a , b m c s u b m c , a s b b , a b a , c .  .  .  .1 2
s by1 b , S a b S a , c .  . .  .1 2
 y : q :s l S a , b l S a , c .  .1 2
This proves the first assertion. The second assertion is proved similarly.
3. DOUBLE QUANTUM GROUPS AND THE QUANTUM
LORENTZ GROUP
We now define the double quantum group associated to a connected
complex semisimple algebraic group G. We continue to use the notation of
w x18 . For the convenience of the reader we recall briefly the relevant
details.
Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g , R
 4the associated root system, B s a , . . . , a a basis of R, R the set of1 n q
positive roots, and W the Weyl group. We denote by P and Q the lattices
of weights and roots, respectively, and by Pq the set of dominant integral
weights. Let H be a maximal torus of G with Lie algebra h and denote by
L the character group of H, which we shall identify with a sublattice of P
 . U  .containing Q. Let y, y be the Killing form on h and set d s a , a r2.i i i
Set n "s [ and b "s h [ n ".a g R g " aq
Let q g CU and assume that q is not a root of unity. Since we need to
consider rational powers of q we adopt the following convention. Pick
" g C such that q s ey" r2 and define q m s eym " r2 for all m g Q. We
set q s q di for i s 1, . . . , n. Denote by U 0 the group algebra of L,i
0 w xU s C k ; l g L , k s 1, k k s k .l 0 l m lqm
Set k s k , 1 F i F n. The standard quantized enveloping algebra associ-i a i
ated to this data is the Hopf algebra
0 w xU g s U e , f ; 1 F i F n .q i i
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with defining relations:
k e ky1 s ql , a j.e , k f ky1 s qy l , a j. f ,l j l j l j l j
e f y f e s d k y ky1 r q di y qyd i , . .i j j i i j i i
w xand the quantum Serre relations as given in 18 . The Hopf algebra
structure is given by
D k s k m k , e k s 1, S k s ky1 , .  .  .l l l l l l
D e s e m 1 q k m e , D f s f m ky1 q 1 m f , .  .i i i i i i i i
e e s e f s 0, S e s yky1e , S f s yf k . .  .  .  .i i i i i i i i
 .Notice that U g depends on G rather than g. Thus the notation is a littleq
ambiguous.
 .We define subalgebras of U g as follows:q
q 0 w x y 0 w xU b s U e ; 1 F i F n , U b s U f ; 1 F i F n . .  .q i q i
0  ".  .Notice that U and U b are Hopf subalgebras of U g .q q
 .Let M be a left U g -module. An element x g M is said to have weightq
m g L if k x s ql, m .x for all l g L; we denote by M the subspace ofl m
elements of weight m. It is known that the category of finite dimensional
 .U g -modules is a completely reducible braided rigid monoidal category.q
Set Lqs L l Pq and recall that for each l g Lq there exists a finite
 .dimensional simple module of highest weight l, denote by L l . One has
 .U  .L l ( L w l , where w is the longest element of W. Let C be the0 0 q
 .subcategory of finite dimensional U g -modules consisting of finite directq
 . qsums of L l , l g L . The category C is closed under tensor productsq
and the formation of duals.
Let M be an object of C . Then M s [ M . For f g MU andq mm g L
 .U¨ g M we define the coordinate function c g U g byf , ¨ q
 :;u g U g , c u s f , u¨ , .  .q f , ¨
 : w xwhere , is the duality pairing. The quantized function algebra C G isq
 .the restricted dual of U g with respect to C . That is,q q
Uw xC G s C c ; ¨ g M , f g M , M g obj C . .q f , ¨ q
w x  4The algebra C G is a Hopf algebra. If ¨ , . . . , ¨ ; f , . . . , f is a dualq 1 s 1 s
basis for M one has
 :D c s c m c , e c s f , ¨ , S c s c . .  .  .f , ¨ f , ¨ f , ¨ f , ¨ f , ¨ ¨ , fi i
i
3.1 .
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U  .Notice that we may assume that ¨ g M , f g M . When ¨ g L l andj n j yn mj j
 .U lf g L l we denote the element c by c . Although convenientyn f , ¨ yn , m
this notation is a little ambiguous and some care has to be taken in
 l . l linterpreting the standard formulas such as D c s c m c andn , m n , m ym , mi i
 l . yw 0 lS c s c .n , m m , n
 .   y.Recall that the Rosso form f , defines a skew pairing on U b ,q
 q..U b . Consider the induced mapsq
cop opy q q yF : U b ª U b 8, F : U b ª U b 8 .  .  .  .1 q q 2 q q
and the maps
w x q w x yu : C G ª U b 8, u : C G ª U b 8 .  .1 q q 2 q q
w xas defined above. By 18, Prop. 4.6 , we have that Im u s Im F . Hencei i
w xthe Rosso form induces a braiding on C G defined byq
b x , y s f c x , c y , .  .  . .1 2
where c s Fy1u .i i i
w  .xDEFINITION. We define C D G to be the double quantum groupq
w x w xC G j C G .q q
 .EXAMPLE 1. In the case when G s SL 2, C , the double quantum
w   ..xgroup C D SL 2 is the Hopf algebra underlying the quantum Lorentzq
 .group. It is often denoted by SL 2, C . As an algebra it is generated by theq
Ä Äelements a, b, c, d and a, b, c, d subject to the following relations:Ä Ä
ba s qab, ca s qac, db s qbd, dc s qcd,
cb s bc, ad y da s q y qy1 bc, da y qbc s 1, .
Ä Ä ÄÄ ÄÄ Ä Äba s qab, ca s qac, d b s qbd, dc s qcd,Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä
Ä Ä Ä Ä y1 Ä Ä Äcb s bc, ad y da s q y q bc, da y qbc s 1, .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
Ä Ä y1aa s aa, qab s ba, ac s ca q q y q ca, .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
Ä y1 Ä Ä y1 Äad q q y q cb s da, qba s ab s q y q ba, .  .Ä Ä
Ä Ä y1 y1 Äbb s bb, bc q q y q da s q y q da q ab, .  .Ä Ä Ä
Ä y1 Ä Äbd q q y q db s qdb, .
Ä Ä Ä Äca s qac, cb s bc, cc s cc, qcd s dc,Ä Ä Ä Ä
y1 Ä Ä Äda s ad q q y q bc, db s qbd, .Ä Ä
y1 Ä Ä Äqdc s cd q q y q dc, dd s dd. .Ä Ä
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We being by stating explicitly Theorem 2.2 for this case.
w  .xTHEOREM 3.1. The category Comod C D G is equi¨ alent as a braidedq
w xrigid monoidal category to Comod C G = G .q
The equivalence of the comodule categories in the case of the quantum
Lorentz group was proved by Podles and Woronowicz in their original
w xpaper 27 . To our knowledge no more general result has appeared in the
literature, although this result is more or less implicit in some of Majid's
work.
  ..  w  .x.DEFINITION. Define U d g to be the FRT-dual U C D G .q q
  ..Notice again that U d g depends not only on g but also on the choiceq
of G. Theorem 2.4 gives a weak version of Iwasawa decomposition for
  ..U d g .q
THEOREM 3.2. The map
opU U w xz s m m m u : U g j C G ª U d g .  .  . .q q q
is an epimorphism of Hopf algebras.
We conjecture that this map z is in fact an isomorphism.
w  .x   ..We now show that the pairing between C D G and U d g isq q
nondegenerate. We need a detailed description of the maps l ". Note that
Theorem 2.6 implies that
Hq qKer l s c ¬ f g U b ¨ . . 5f , ¨ q
and
Hy yKer l s c ¬ f g U b ¨ . . 5f , ¨ q
Hence cl g Ker lq if m y n is not a nonnegative integer combinationym , n
of positive roots. Similarly cl g Ker ly if n y m is not a nonnegativeym , n
integer combination of positive roots.
Define
q w x y w xU s C e ¬ 1 F i F n , U s C f ¬ 1 F i F ni i
and for all b g Q set
U "s u g U "¬ k uk s ql , b .u . 4b l yl
LEMMA 3.3. Let l g Lq and let m g L.
 . y q l .1 There exists a unique y g U such that l c s yk .myl yl, m ym
 . q y l .2 There exists a unique x g U such that l c s xk .lym ym , l m
w x w xProof. See 18 or 19, 9.2.11 .
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w  .xConsider the natural functor from right C D G -comodules to leftq
  .. w  .xU d g -modules. For a right C D G -comodule V, we define an actionq q
  ..of U d g byq
 :u.¨ s ¨ , u ¨ 1 0
  ..for ¨ g V and u g U d g .q
The proof of the following theorem generalizes the proof of an analo-
w xgous result for the quantum Lorentz group given in 30 .
w  .xTHEOREM 3.4. Let V be a simple right C D G -comodule and considerq
  ..V as a left U d g -module. Then V is simple.q
w  .xProof. By Theorem 3.1 any irreducible C D G -comodule is of theq
 .  X. X q   ..form V s L n m L n , where n , n g L . The action of U d g on V isq
 .  .then given by the map x and the usual action of U g m U g . Supposeq q
that l g Lq and m g L. It follows from Lemma 2.8 that, for any c g
w xC G ,q
xu U c s lyS c m lqS c . .  .  .1 2
Hence
xu U cl s lyS cl m lqS cl s lyS cl m lqS cl .  . .  .  .ym , l ym , n yn , l ym , l yl , l
and similarly
xu U cl s lyS cl m lqS cl . .  .yl , m yl , l yl , m
 w x.cf. 19, 9.2.14 . In particular Lemma 3.3 yields
xu U cl s k m k . .yl , l yl l
Thus the image of xu U contains an ``antidiagonal'' copy of the subalgebra
w qx 0 U 0C k ¬ l g L of U . On the other hand, the image under m of U is al
0   .. X``diagonal'' copy of U . It follows that any U d g -submodule V of V isq
a sum of its U 0 m U 0-weight spaces. Now, applying Lemma 3.3 again for
 .m s l y a yields up to a scalar factorj
xu U cl s e k m k , .ym , l j yl l
xu U cl s k m f k . .yl , m yl j l
Hence if V X is a nonzero submodule of V it must contain a weight vector
X X  X.¨ m ¨ , where ¨ is a highest weight vector of V n and ¨ is a lowestq y y q
 .  .weight vector of V n . However, this element generates V as a U g -mod-q
Xule via the diagonal action. Thus V s V as required.
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w  .xThe theorem yields a form of Peter]Weyl theorem linking C D Gq
Ä  ..   ..and U d g . Denote by C the full subcategory of U d g -Modq q q
X Ä .  .consisting of direct sums of modules of the form L n m L n . Since C isq
closed under tensor products, duals, and direct sums we may form the
Ä  ..restricted dual of U d g with respect to C . This is the Hopf algebra ofq q
coordinate functions
T U ÄÄU d g s C c ; ¨ g M , f g M , M g obj C . . . C  /q f , ¨ qq
w  .x   ..COROLLARY 3.5. The pairing between C D G and U d g is nonde-q q
Ä w  .xgenerate. The categories C and C are equi¨ alent and C D G is theq q q
Ä  ..restricted dual of U d g with respect to C .q q
q   .. w xProof. For n g L let C L n ; C G be the subcoalgebra of coordi-q
 .nate functions on L n . Then
X
C D G s C L n m C L n . .  .  . .  .[q
X qn , n gL
  .  X..   ..USimilarly let C L n m L n be the subcoalgebra of U d g of coordi-q
 .  X.nate functions on L n m L n . Then
T X
ÄU d g s C L n m L n . .  .  . .  .[Cq q X qn , n gL
w  .x   ..U  .Let h: C D G ª U d g be the natural map. Then since L n mq q
 X.   ..   X..   .L n is simple h maps C L n m C L n isomorphically onto C L n
X T .. w  .x   ..m L n . Hence h is an isomorphism from C D G to U d g .q q ÄCq
In particular this implies that the intersection of the annihilators of the
 .  X.   ..simple modules L n m L n is zero. Hence U d g is semiprimitive andq
residually finite.
Applying Corollary 2.5 yields the following version of Iwasawa decompo-
w  .xsition for C D G .q
COROLLARY 3.6. The map
copw xj s m m u D : C D G ª C G m U g .  .  .q q q
is injecti¨ e.
This result is proved for the quantum Lorentz group by Podles and
w x w xWoronowicz 27, Theorem 1.3 . Takeuchi 30 defines the quantum Lorentz
w  .x   ..copgroup as a subalgebra of C SL 2 m U sl 2 and then goes on toq q
w   ..xprove that this subalgebra is isomorphic to C D SL 2 . A discussion ofq
w xthis map in a fairly general context appears in 22 . Although j is never
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surjective, it is in a certain sense not far away from being surjective. We
now show that the image has a localization which is the invariant subring
for the action of a certain finite group, G. This is only to be expected if we
view this map as the quantization of the map G = G ª G = G describedr
w xin 17 . This map is a finite morphism onto the open subset GG of G = Gr
whose fibre at every point is G.
2 Ã 4Let G s h g H ¬ h s e . We may identify the dual group G with the
quotient Pr2 P.
Äw  .x  . w xLEMMA 3.7. C D G r Ker m q Ker u ( C G .q
w xProof. Denote by C G the group algebra of G. Then there is a
Ä Uw  .x w x w xsurjective Hopf algebra map h: C D G ª C G s C G given byq
h cl m c X Xl
X
h s l h l hX e cl c X Xl
X
. .  .  . .  .ym , l ym , l ym , l ym , l
It is easily checked that Ker h > Ker u q Ker m. Conversely, let t be thel
l w  .x  . 2image of c m 1 in C D G r Ker m q Ker u . Then t s 1, t t syl , l q l l m
w  .x  .t , and the t span C D G r Ker m q Ker u . Thus by comparinglqm l q
dimensions we obtain that Ker h s Ker u q Ker m.
 .Denote by R A the group of one-dimensional representation of a
 w x.   .cop.Hopf algebra A. The group G embeds in R C G , R U g , andq q
 w  .x.R C D G in such a way that the embeddings commute with theq
  .cop.  w  .x.  w x.  w  .x.induced maps R U g ª R C D G and R C G ª R C D G .q q q q
Recall that, for any Hopf algebra A, there are left and right translation
 .  .maps l, r : R A ª Aut A given by
l x s hy1 x x , r x s x h x . .  .  .  . h 1 2 h 1 2
w x  .copThe left and right translation actions of G on C G and U g factorq q
w  .xthrough left and right translation actions on C D G . Define an actionq
Ä w  .x w  .xd: G ª Aut C D G m C D G byq q
Äd x m y s r x m l y . .  .  .h h h
 w x  .cop.Consider G acting similarly on C G m U g .q q
w  .xLEMMA 3.8. The image of the comultiplication D: C D G ªq
w  .x w  .x  w  .xC D G m C D G is contained in the subring of in¨ariants, C D Gq q q
w  .x.G w  .xm C D G . Hence the image of C D G under j is contained in theq q
 w x  .cop.Gin¨ariants C G m U g .q q
w xProof. Notice that for c g C G and h g G,m, l q
l c s m h c , r c s l h c . .  .  .  .h m , l m , l h m , l m , l
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w  .xX XHence, for c m c g C D G ,m, l m , l q
Ä X X X X X Xd D c m c s r c m c m l c m c .  .  . . h m , l m , l h m , l m , l h yl , l yl , li j i j
s l h lX h yl h ylX h c .  .  .  .  . . i j i j m , l i
m c X X m c m c X Xm , l yl , l yl , lj i j
s D c m c X X . .m , l m , l
The second assertion follows from the first because u m m is a G-equiv-
alent map.
 q4THEOREM 3.9. The set S s l m k ¬ l g 2L is an Ore subset ofyl
 w  .x.j C D G . The map j extends to an algebra isomorphismq
Gcopw xj : C D G ª C G m U g . .  . /q q qS
 w  .x. qProof. We first show that S ; j C D G . Notice that, for l g L ,q
j cl m 1 s cl m lq cl s cl m k . .   .n , l n , m ym , l n , l yli i
Similarly,
j 1 m cl s cl m k . .n , w l n , w l w l0 0 0
Hence if
D cl s cl m cl .yl , l yl , m ym , li i
then
1 s e cl s S cl cl . .   .yl , l yl , m ym , li i
Hence
j 1 m cyw 0 l j cl m 1 s cyw 0 l cl m k s 1 m k  .  .  .m , yl ym , l m , yl ym , l y2 l y2 li i i i
as required.
To prove the result it now remains to show that
Gcopw x; r g C G m U g , 's g S such that rs g j C D G . .  . . /q q q
3.2 .
Notice that, for l g L and h g G,
d 1 m k s l h 1 m k . .  .h l l
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From this it follows that
G GGcop cop0w x w xC G m U g s C G m U 1 m U g . .  . . /  /q q q q
 .Since S is contained in the units of U g , it suffices to verify conditionq
 .3.2 for the two factors separately.
w x w x 0By 19, 9.2.2 , C G m U is spanned by elements of the formq
cl c X Xl
X
m k ,n , w l n , l m0
where n , n X, m g L and l, lX g Lq. This element is invariant if and only if
X w  .xw l q l q m g 2L. On the other hand the image of C D G contains0 q
j 1 m cl j c X Xl
X
m 1 s cl c X Xl
X
m k X . . .n , w l n , l n , w l n , l w lyl0 0 0
Now, for any g g L, there exists a g X g Lq such that g X y g g Lq. Thus if
w l q lX q m s 2g , then0
m y 2 g X y w l s w l y lX y 2 g X y g . .  .0 0
Hence,
cl c X Xl
X
m k 1 m k X s j cl m c X Xl
X
1 m k X , . . .  .n , w l n , l m y2g yw l. n , w l n , l y2g yg .0 0 0
 w  .x.which lies in j C D G .q
  .cop.G  0.GNotice that U g is generated over U by the elements f k andq i i
 .e . Hence it remains to verify condition 3.2 for these elements. Leti
l g Lq, let a be a simple root, set m s l y a , and let n g L. Theni i
j cl m 1 s cl m lq cl .   /n , m n , m ym , mj j
s cl m lq cl q cl m lq cl . .  .n , l yl , m n , m ym , m
q l . l q l .  w x 0.GNow l c s f k and c m l c g C G m U . Henceyl , m i ym n , m ym , m q
 w  .x. lby the paragraph above, j C D G contains c m f k k for someq n , l i ym g
g g y2Lq. As noted above,
j 1 m cyw 0 l s cyw 0 l m k . /m , yl m , yl ylj j
q  w  .x.Hence, for a suitably chosen g g L , j C D G containsq
cyw 0 l m k cl m f k k s 1 m f k 1 m k .  .  /  /m , yl yl ym , l i ym g i i gy2 lj j
as required. A similar argument works for the element e .i
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4. NOETHERIANITY
w xWe now prove that the double of a standard quantum group C G isq
w xagain noetherian. We use the approach of Brown and Goodearl 4 . Since
w x  .both C G and U g are homomorphic images of this algebra, thisq q
w x  .provides a straightforward and unified proof that both C G and U gq q
are noetherian. Recall that if b is a braiding on a Hopf algebra A, then
the braiding on the category of right comodules is given by the maps
b : V m W ª W m V, whereVmW
b ¨ m w s w m ¨ b ¨ , w .  . 0 0 1 1
 w x.see, for instance, 15 .
 .DEFINITION. Let A, b be a braided Hopf algebra and let V be a
finite-dimensional right A-comodule. A full flag 0 s V ; V ; ??? ; V0 1 n
s V of subspaces of V is said to be b-in¨ariant if
b V m V s V m V . .VmV i i
The flag is said to be strongly b-in¨ariant if
b V m W s W m V .VmW i i
for all right comodules W.
If V is a right A-comodule with basis ¨ for i g I and structure map r :i
V ª V m A, then the subspace of A spanned by
a ¬ r ¨ s ¨ m a . 4i j j i i j
 . w xis denoted by C V 1, p. 129 .
DEFINITION. A right comodule V over a Hopf algebra A is said to be a
  .:  m j.generator for A if A s k C V , or, equivalently, if A s  C V .j
w x One of the main results of 4 is the following slightly reworked into the
.language of braided Hopf algebras .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let A, b be a braided Hopf algebra. Suppose there exists
a finite dimensional right A-comodule V such that
1. V is a generator for A;
2. V has a b-in¨ariant flag.
Then A is noetherian.
w xProof. See 4, Theorem 4.4 .
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The key result is the following.
w  .xLEMMA 4.2. All finite dimensional right C D G -comodules ha¨e aq
strongly g X-in¨ariant flag.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for comodules of the form V m V X
X w xfor comodules V and V over C G . It follows from the form of b givenq
above that there exist strongly b-invariant flags of V and V X such that
b X V m V X s V X m V . .VmV i j j i
X w xNow let W and W be two other such C G -comodules. Notice thatq
g X XX s b tb tby1 tby1 , .  .  .VmV , WmW 14 13 42 32
where b denotes the map induced from b on the k th and lth compo-k l
nents. Using this one can observe easily that
g X XX V m V X m W m W X s W m W X m V m V X . .VmV , WmW i j i j
X XFrom this it follows easily that V m V has a strongly g -invariant flag.
w  .xTHEOREM 4.3. The algebra C D G is noetherian for any connectedq
semisimple algebraic group G.
w  .xProof. It remains to notice that C D G has a finite dimensionalq
right comodule generator. The argument is the same as in the classical
case.
w x  .COROLLARY 4.4. The algebras C G and U g are noetherian.q q
5. FURTHER NONSTANDARD QUANTUM GROUPS
We now discuss briefly a generalization of double quantum groups and a
lifting theorem which provides a method of constructing new families of
nonstandard quantum groups corresponding to certain families of solu-
tions of the modified classical Yang]Baxter equation.
We begin again with a very general result on lifting of Hopf algebra
twists. The proof is routine.
THEOREM 5.1. Let f : A ª B be a homomorphism of Hopf algebras and
X U  .let s be a 2-cocycle on B. Then s s f s is a 2-cocycle. Moreo¨er the
induced map
f : A X ª Bs s
between the corresponding twisted Hopf algebras is a Hopf algebra homomor-
phism.
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In particular, if C is a braided Hopf algebra and f : A ª C m C is a Hopf
algebra map, then there exists a 2-cocycle s X on A such that the map
f : A X ª C j Cs
is a Hopf algebra homomorphism.
In order to apply this result to standard quantum groups, one needs
w x w X X xXHopf algebra maps of the form C G ª C G = G . For this it is notq q
quite enough to find morphisms GX = GX ª G. Let us say that a morphism
of GX ª G of connected, simply connected semisimple groups is admissible
if the induced map on the Lie algebras arises from a Dynkin diagram
w xembedding as defined in 19, 10.4.5 . Then Braverman has shown that
w x w X xXthere is a Hopf algebra surjection C G ª C G and moreover that allq q
w xsuch maps arise in this way 4 .
THEOREM 5.2. Let G and GX be connected, simply connected semisimple
algebraic groups. Let c : GX = GX ª G be an admissible embedding. Then
X w xthere is a 2-cocycle s on C G and an associated nonstandard quantumq
w x w x Xgroup C G s C G such thatq, c q s
w x1. C G is a braided Hopf algebra;q, c
w x2. the category Comod]C G is equi¨ alent as a braided rigid mon-q, c
w xoidal category to Comod]C G .q
w x w  X.xXMoreo¨er there is a natural surjecti¨ e homomorphism C G ª C D G ,q, c q
where qX s q r for some rational number r.
For instance, if 2m F n, then we have admissible embeddings c :
 .  .  .SL m, C = SL m, C ª SL n, C . This yields some nonstandard quantum
w  .xgroups of the form C SL n . Since the braiding g is essentially theq, c
universal T-matrix, these quantizations appear to be related to some of the
w x``esoteric quantum groups'' constructed by Fronsdal and Galindo 13 .
The connection between these quantum groups and the solutions of the
modified classical Yang]Baxter equation classified by Belavin and Drin-
feld appears to be the following. Let g and gX be the Lie algebras of G
and GX, respectively. Let B and BX be bases for the roots of g and gX,
respectively. Then we may choose B and BX such that the map c induces
an embedding of the Dynkin diagram BX = BX into B. Let B and B be the1 2
images of the two copies of BX in B and let t : B ª B be the natural1 2
w xisomorphism. Then t is a triple in the sense of 2 . We conjecture that
w x w xC G can be regarded as a deformation in the algebraic sense 8 of theq, c
algebra of functions on the group G with Poisson structure given by a
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solution of the modified Yang]Baxter equation associated with t . On the
w xother hand, given any triple t : B ª B in the sense of 2 which is disjoint1 2
 X. Xin the sense that a , a s 0 for all a g B and a g B , then we may1 2
construct an admissible map of the form given in the theorem. Thus we
may think of the quantum group as being constructed directly from this
data.
Notice that these cocycle twists are deceptively simple. Although the
coalgebra structure is preserved by the twist, the algebra structure is
w xaltered quite dramatically. Composing the homomorphism C G ªq, c
w  X.x w  X.x  X.X XC D G with the map C D G ª U g yields a Hopf algebra mapq q
w x  X. w xXC G ª U g . Thus C G has a category of finite dimensionalq, c q q, c
 X.Xrepresentations equivalent to those of U g . This is quite different fromq
the case of the standard quantum groups where all finite dimensional
w xrepresentations are one-dimensional 19, 9.3.11 . On the other hand the
existence of this map is consistent with the philosophy on nonstandard
w xquantum groups advanced in 16 . Briefly the conjecture suggested by this
w xwork is the following. Let C G, r be an algebraic deformation of theq
group G with Poisson structure given by a solution r of the modified
 .classical Yang]Baxter equation associated with a triple t , B , B . Then1 2
w x  .Xthere should be a Hopf algebra homomorphism C G, r ª U g , r ,Ä Äq q
Ä . w .xX Xwhere U g , r is the FRT-dual of the quantization C G, r of theÄ Ä Äq q
Äreductive group G associated with the reductive Lie algebra g constructedÄ
w xin 16, Theorem 6.4 . The semisimple part of g is the semisimple LieÄ
algebra given by B .1
Using Theorem 5.1 we may easily generalize the notion of the double
A j A of a braided Hopf algebra A to a twisted product Aj n of n copies
 .of A in the following way. Using the map m m 1: A j A m A ª A m A
 .and Theorem 5.1, we may twist A j A m A to obtain a new Hopf algebra
Aj 3 which itself maps onto A. Continuing in this way, we may iteratively
construct Aj nq1. from Aj n using the map Aj n m A ª A m A and
Theorem 5.1. Clearly we may also view the construction Aj n as a series of
cocycle twists of the n-fold tensor product Amn s A m A m A m ??? m A.
Hence there exists a single cocycle t such that Aj n ( Amn.t
Again we may lift this construction to obtain interesting families of
w xj nnonstandard quantum groups. The algebra C G can be thought of as aq
nonstandard quantization of G = G = ??? = G. If G and GX are simply
connected, then any admissible embedding GX = GX = ??? = GX ª G in-
w x w X X xXduces a homomorphism C G ª C G = ??? = G and we may lift theq q
w X xj n w xtwisting of C G to a twisting on C G using Theorem 5.1. Thus, forq q
 .  .instance, the natural block-diagonal embedding c : SL 2, C = SL 2, C =
 .  . w  .xSL 2, C into SL 6, C yields a new quantum group C SL 6 .q, c
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